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A Scalable Approach for Survivable Virtual
Topology Routing in Optical WDM Networks
Ajay Todimala and Byrav Ramamurthy

Abstract— The survivable virtual topology routing problem is
to route a virtual topology graph on a optical fiber physical
topology such that the virtual topology remains connected when
failures occur in the physical topology. In this work we study
the problem of survivable virtual topology routing under single
node/SRLG (Shared Risk Link Group) failure model. We prove
that the survivable virtual topology routing problem under
node/SRLG failures is NP-complete. We present an improved
integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for computing the
survivable routing of a virtual topology graph. However, ILP is
not scalable when the network size scales more than a few tens of
nodes. In this work, we present sub-classes of graphs which more
accurately model an actual network and for which a survivable
routing can be easily computed solving an ILP. We successfully
computed the survivable routing of virtual topologies belonging
to these sub-classes against link/SRLG failures for topologies of
size up to 24 nodes.

etc. was introduced in [1]. An SRLG is any sub-set of links
in the network that share the risk of failing at the same time.
SRLG can be used to model several types of failure conditions
such as single-link failures, conduit/right-of-way failures, node
failures, fiber-span failures, double-link failures or failure of
any other possible subset of links sharing a common risk.
A virtual topology is survivable against link/SRLG failures
if all the nodes in the virtual topology remain connected. In
case of node failures, a virtual topology is survivable against
node failures if all the nodes in the virtual topology are
connected except the node corresponding to the failed node
in the physical topology. Node failures can be modeled using
SRLG by grouping all the links incident on the failed node
into a single SRLG.

Index Terms— WDM networks, shared risk link group
(SRLG), survivable virtual topology routing (SVTR).

The virtual topology routing problem is to route each
logical link in the virtual topology on a path in the physical
topology such that the total cost of routing all the virtual
links is minimized. Often the virtual topology is different
from the physical topology and may need to be reconfigured
with changing traffic patterns. The wavelength assignment
subproblem deals with assigning a free wavelength along the
computed physical path corresponding to each virtual link in
the virtual topology considering the wavelength restrictions. In
this work we study how to survivably route a virtual topology
against SRLG failures. Such a routing of the given virtual
topology on a physical topology is called Survivable Virtual
Topology Routing (SVTR).

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

DM networks have gained tremendous popularity
due to their ability to tap the enormous amount of
bandwidth in an optical fiber. Their growing popularity and
bandwidth capacity have made survivability in these networks
an important aspect. The physical topology of a WDM
network consists of nodes interconnected with one or more
pairs of fiber links. The fiber links are stuffed in conduits
which are laid along a right-of-way such as a railway track
etc. A conduit may consist of fiber links of more than one
pair of nodes. When a failure occurs in a conduit such as a
conduit cut, all the fiber links in the conduit are likely to fail
at the same time resulting in failure of multiple physical links
(optical fiber links). So the assumption that single fiber link
failures are the primary failures is no longer a good assumption
in optical fiber networks. Surviving multiple link failures due
to conduit cuts implies that more redundancy is required at
the physical layer. However, the laying of conduits does not
change over time so the sets of fiber links that are prone to
failure due to conduit cuts are known ahead of time and are
fixed.
The concept of Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG), a formal
model to handle multiple link failures due to conduit cuts
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Let us briefly survey related work on survivable virtual
topology routing. The virtual topology design problem is well
researched (eg., see, [3], [4], [5]) but little work has been done
on the survivability aspect of the virtual topology. The design
of protected virtual topologies by minimizing the number of
disconnected source destination pairs due to failure of single
links in the physical topology was addressed in [6]. In [7] the
survivable ring virtual topology routing problem is addressed.
This work presented an algorithm to find a survivable routing
if one exists. In [8], [9] the survivable routing of logical
topologies is considered. These works consider the addition of
virtual links to make the virtual ring survivable. In [10], the
issue of designing multiple protected virtual private networks
(VPNs) on a single physical network is addressed. For
each VPN, a working and a protection VPN are designed
considering single link and node failures. But neither of the
working or protection VPNs are themselves survivable. The
problem of mapping a multi-graph (a graph with multiple
links between any pair of nodes) Internet topology onto a
physical topology for survivability against link failures was
addressed in [11]. The survivable virtual topology routing

c 2007 IEEE
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problem against single link failures was addressed in [2]
and was proved to be NP-complete. Authors presented the
necessary and sufficient conditions for survivable routing and
provided an ILP formulation.
In this work we study the survivable routing problem under
SRLG/node failures. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. In Section II, we provide an insight into the theory
of cut-sets of a graph. A cut-set of a graph is a set of edges, the
removal of which disconnects the graph. A formal definition of
a cut-set is provided in Section II. In Section III, based on the
cut-set classification, we present the improved ILP formulation
for survivable routing. The ILP formulation becomes too large
to solve when the virtual topology is a general graph (even for
medium-sized graphs). Therefore, in Section IV, we introduce
sub-classes of graphs (to be used as virtual topologies) that
have polynomial number of primary cuts. Section V presents
the results from experiments of survivable routing considering
different physical and virtual topologies. Section VI provides
the conclusions.
II. S URVIVABLE ROUTING
In this section we formalize the survivable virtual topology
routing (SVTR) problem and present the necessary and
sufficient conditions. Before doing so, we present a short
overview of the theory of cut-sets of a graph. In this
section we also present the proof of NP-completeness of
survivable routing under node failures. The necessary and
sufficient conditions provide the proof of correctness of the
ILP formulation for solving the SVTR problem, presented in
the Section III.
A. Survivable Virtual Topology Routing (SVTR)
Let us now discuss the SVTR problem. The physical
topology is represented by Gp = (Vp , Ep ) where Vp is the
set of nodes in the physical topology and Ep is a set of
bi-directional fiber links between nodes (i, j) ∈ Vp . A bidirectional fiber link is a pair of fiber links where each fiber is
dedicated to carry data in a particular direction opposite to the
other fiber. The SRLGs on the physical topology are defined
by Rp = {ri |ri = {ei,1 , ei,2 , . . . ei,m }, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, (ei,j ∈ Ep
and that they share the same risk of simultaneous failure)}
where ri is the ith SRLG and ei,j is the j th edge in the
SRLG ri . Each link in the physical topology belongs to at
least one SRLG in the set Rp . This assumption is based on
the fact that every physical link passes through some conduit
(at least one of its own) and is a possible source of failure. To
model node failures using SRLG, all the links incident on the
node are grouped into a single SRLG. The virtual or logical
topology is a graph Gl = (Vl , El ) where Vl ⊆ Vp and link
(i, j) ∈ El represents logical bi-directional link between nodes
i, j ∈ Vl . Not all the nodes in the physical topology need to
be present in the virtual topology. Some of the nodes are just
tapping points [12]. A tapping point is a node in the network
such that it is not a source or destination for any connection
request.
To route a virtual topology on a physical topology, for each
link in the virtual topology, we need to find a path/route in
the physical topology. Both the fiber links in the physical
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Fig. 1. (a). A 6-node physical topology with SRLG. (b). A survivable virtual
topology and numbers adjacent to each virtual link show the routing. (c) A
non-survivable virtual topology.

topology and logical links in the virtual topology are bidirectional. We assume that both topologies are undirected
and compute a route between the given pair of nodes. The
direction is immaterial as the same path can be used to route
the connection in both directions.
Given the physical topology Gp , the SRLG Rp and the
virtual topology Gl we wish to determine a routing of the
virtual topology such that in the event of failure of any
single SRLG in the physical topology, the virtual topology
is still connected. Such a routing is called SRLG survivable
routing. In the rest of the document ‘survivable’ refers to
‘SRLG survivable’ unless specified explicitly. Let us illustrate
the survivable virtual topology routing problem using Fig. 1.
Fig. 1(a) shows a physical topology with SRLG. Links (a, b)
and (b, f ) belong to the SRLG r1 (indicated by dashed ovals).
Similarly SRLG r2 and r3 containing two links each are shown
in Fig. 1(a). Consider the virtual topology shown in Fig. 1(b).
For each link in the virtual topology there are many different
paths for routing the link on the physical topology. As shown
in Fig. 1(b), the virtual link (b, e) is routed on the physical
links labeled 3 and 6 in the physical topology. Similarly, the
physical route of other virtual links is shown in Fig. 1(b).
This routing is survivable against SRLG failures. If the link
(b, e) of the virtual topology in Fig. 1(b) were routed on the
links 1 and 5 (not shown in figure), then failure of SRLG
r1 will result in the failure of the virtual links (a, b) and
(b, e). Therefore routing the virtual link (b, e) on the links 1
and 5 results in a routing that is not survivable. Survivable
routing of a virtual topology exists if there exists at least
one routing of the virtual topology that is survivable. We call
such a topology, survivable virtual topology. The routing of
the virtual topology shown in Fig. 1(c) is not surivivable. A
through examination of all possible routings of the virtual
topology in Fig. 1(c), will lead to the conclusion that none
of the routings of virtual topology in Fig. 1(c) on the physical
topology Fig. 1(a) is survivable. Therefore a survivable routing
of the virtual topology in Fig. 1(c) does not exist. Such a
topology is called a non-survivable virtual topology.
B. Graph Theory: Classification of Cuts of a Graph
In this section we present an introduction to cuts of a graph
and then present a classification of cuts of a graph. Given an
undirected connected graph G = (V, E) where V is the set
of nodes and E is the set of edges where (i, j) represents the
edge between nodes i and j. A cut S, V \S is a partition of
the set of nodes V into two sub-sets S and V \S where V \ S
represents the set V minus set S [13]. A cut-set CS G S, V \S
associated with cut S, V \S is defined as the set of edges in
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Illustration of primary and secondary cuts of a graph G = (V, E).

E such that one end-point is in S and the other is in V \S.
Thus,
CS G S, V \S = {(i, j)|(i, j) ∈ E ∧(i ∈ S)∧(j ∈ (V \S))}.
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The necessary condition on the physical topology for the
existence of survivable routing is that the physical topology
must not get disconnected due to failure of any single SRLG. If
the physical topology gets disconnected due to a single SRLG
failure, then it is not possible to route the virtual topology such
that it remains connected. Assuming that the physical (Gp )
and virtual (Gl ) topologies satisfy the necessary conditions for
the existence of survivable routing, we present the necessary
and sufficient conditions for a routing of Gl on Gp to be
survivable in Theorem 2 below.
Theorem 2: Given the physical topology Gp , SRLG set Rp
and the virtual topology Gl , the routing of Gl over Gp is
survivable if and only if ∀r ∈ Rp and for all primary cutsets PGl S, Vl \ S of the virtual topology at least one link
in PGl S, Vl \ S is not routed over any of the links in r =
{e1 , e2 , . . . , em }. (For proof, please refer to [17]).
Theorem 3: The survivable virtual topology routing
(SVTR) problem under SRLG failures is NP-complete. (For
proof, please refer to [17]).
D. Necessary and Sufficient Conditions: Node Failures

For any given undirected connected graph G = (V, E) the
number of possible cuts is 2n−1 which is exponential in terms
of n where n is the number of nodes. The cut {}, V  is the
trivial cut. An induced sub-graph of a graph G = (V, E) by
a sub-set of nodes of V is a sub-graph such that edge (i, j)
belongs to the sub-graph if and only if edge (i, j) belongs
to G. Let Gp = (Vp , Ep ) be the physical topology graph.
Gp,i = (Vp,i , Ep,i ) is the induced sub-graph of Gp by the
node set Vp,i where Vp,i = Vp − {i}, i ∈ Vp and Ep,i =
{(m, n)|(m, n) ∈ Ep ∧ ((m = i) ∧ (n = i))}.
Let us classify a cut S, V \S of a graph into primary or
secondary based on the connectedness of the partitions S and
V \S of the cut. A cut, S, V \S, is called a primary-cut if and
only if both of the induced sub-graphs of G by the node sets
S, V \S are connected components. Fig. 2(a) shows a primary
cut S, V \ S. A cut, S, V \ S, is called a secondary-cut
if either of the induced sub-graphs of G by the node sets S
and V \ S is not a connected component. Fig. 2(b) shows a
secondary cut S, V \S with induced sub-graph GS consisting
of k connected components GX1 , GX2 , . . . , GXk . The cutset associated with a primary-cut S, V \S (correspondingly,
secondary-cut) is called a primary cut-set (corrs., secondary
cut-set) and represented as PS, V \S (corrs., SS, V \S).
Theorem 1: If graph G = (V, E) is connected then every
secondary cut-set of G is superset of at least one primary
cut-set of G. (For proof, please refer to [17]).
C. Necessary and Sufficient Conditions: SRLG Constraints
Given an undirected physical topology Gp , its SRLG Rp
and a virtual topology Gl where Vl ⊆ Vp . The virtual topology
must be 2-edge-connected, otherwise the survivable routing
does not exist. Every cut-set of the virtual topology then has
at least 2 edges. If the virtual topology is only edge-connected
then there exists a cut-set with only a single edge. When an
SRLG that is used for routing the single edge of the cut-set
fails, the virtual topology gets disconnected. Therefore, a 1edge connected virtual topology cannot be survivably routed.

Given the undirected physical topology Gp and undirected
graph virtual topology Gl . The virtual topology is 2-vertex
connected, otherwise the survivable routing does not exist. Let
us first see the necessary conditions on the virtual topology
for a survivable routing to exist (Lemma 4).
Lemma 4: Given the physical topology Gp and the virtual
topology Gl . if Gl,i is not connected for some i ∈ Vp , then
a node-survivable routing of Gl over Gp does not exist. (For
proof, please refer to [17]).
Theorem 5 states the necessary and sufficient conditions for
survivable routing of the virtual topology Gl over the physical
topology Gp under single node failures.
Theorem 5: A routing is survivable if and only if for all
Gl,i , i ∈ Vp , at least one link in PGl,i S, Vl,i\S is not routed
on edge set (Ep \Ep,i ) where Ep,i is the edge set of induced
sub-graph Gp,i = (Vp,i , Ep,i ) of Gp . (For proof, please refer
to [17]).
Theorem 6: Survivable virtual topology routing (SVTR)
problem under node failures is NP-complete. (For proof,
please refer to [17]).
III. I NTEGER L INEAR P ROGRAMMING F ORMULATION
Given the undirected physical topology Gp = (Vp , Ep ), the
SRLG set Rp and the virtual topology Gl = (Vl , El ). Let us
assume that both Gp and Gl satisfy the necessary conditions
(stated in Section II) for the existence of a survivable routing.
For each virtual link (s, t) in the virtual topology, we need to
st
= 1 if the
compute a path in the physical topology. Let fij
virtual link between (s, t) is routed over the physical link (i, j)
and 0 otherwise. Let grst = 1 if the virtual link between s, t is
routed over at least one of the physical links that belongs to
the SRLG set r. Let hst
i = 1 if the virtual link (s, t) is routed
through physical node i. Our new enhanced ILP formulation
for SRLG and node failures (EMOD-SN) is built upon the
ILP formulation (MOD-L) (presented in [2]) by enhancing the
survivability constraints given by Eq. 7 and 8. Our EMOD-SN
ILP formulation also considers wavelength assignment.
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The objective of the EMOD-SN ILP formulation is to
minimize the total number of wavelength-links used for
survivable routing. The EMOD-SN ILP formulation follows:
Minimize

st
fij
(1)
(i,j)∈Ep
(s,t)∈El

Subject to connectivity constraints: ∀ (s, t) ∈ El , ∀i ∈ Vp
⎧
⎨ 1, if s = i


st
st
−1, if t = i
fij
−
fji
=
(2)
⎩
0, otherwise
js.t.(i,j)∈Ep
js.t.(j,i)∈Ep
The connectivity is modeled as a multi-commodity flow.
Equation 2 gives the connectivity constraints of routing one
unit of flow from node s to t.
Virtual-edge and SRLG conflict constraint: ∀r ∈ Rp and
∀ (s, t) ∈ El

st
grst ≤
fij
(3)
∀ (i,j)∈r



|Ep | ∗ grst ≥

st
fij

(4)

∀ (i,j)∈r

Node and Virtual-edge conflict constraint: ∀i ∈ Vp and
∀ (s, t) ∈ El


st
st
hst
fij
+
fki
(5)
i ≤
∀ (i,j)∈Ep

|Ep | ∗

hst
i

≥



∀ (i,j)∈Ep

∀ (k,i)∈Ep
st
fij

+



st
fki

(6)

∀ (k,i)∈Ep

SRLG survivability constraints: ∀r ∈ Rp and ∀ primary cutset S, Vl \S

grst < |S, Vl \S|.
(7)
(s,t)∈S,Vl\S

Equation 7 gives the survivability constraints under single
SRLG failures which is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.
Only primary cut-sets of the virtual topology are considered
instead of all cut-sets. This reduces the number of constraints
and results in improved performance in terms of time.
Node survivability constraints: ∀Gl,i , i ∈ Vp and
∀PGl,i S, Vl,i \S

hst
(8)
i < |P S, Vl,i \S|.

Wavelength usage constraints: ∀(i, j) ∈ Ep , 1 ≤ w ≤ W

st
λst
(10)
ij (w) + λji (w) ≤ 1
(s,t)∈El

Constraint 10 states that a wavelength can be used at most
once on any given link in the physical topology. Capacity
constraints:∀(i, j) ∈ Ep

st
st
fij
+ fji
≤ W.
(11)
(s,t)∈El

The capacity constraint 11 states that the total number of
logical links that physical link (i, j) can support is at most
W . Constraints on λst
ij (w): ∀(s, t) ∈ El , ∀(i, j) ∈ Ep , w ∈
{1 . . . W }
st
st
λst
ij (w) + λji (w) ≤ λ (w)

(12)

st
st
st
st
λst
ij (w) + λji (w) ≥ λ (w) + fij + fji − 1

(13)

λst
ij (w)

+

λst
ji (w)

≤

st
fij

+

st
fji

(14)

Integer constraints:
st
st
λst
ij (w), λ (w), fij ∈ {0, 1}

(15)

Constraint 12 states that if wavelength w is not assigned
to the logical link between nodes s and t then wavelength w
is not assigned on any physical link for routing this logical
link. Constraint 13 states that if logical link (s, t) is routed on
physical link (i, j) or (j, i) and w is the wavelength assigned to
the logical link (s, t) then wavelength w is reserved along the
(i, j) or (j, i) respectively for logical link (s, t). Constraint 14
states that wavelength w is reserved along link (i, j) or (j, i)
for logical link (s, t) if the logical link (s, t) is routed along
the link (i, j) or (j, i) respectively. Constraint 15 states that
all the variable are binary variables.
We present the results of computing survivable routing by
solving our EMOD-SN ILP formulation in Section V. The
results show that the size of the EMOD-SN ILP for problem
instances where the virtual topology is a general graph, even
for medium sized physical topologies, becomes too large to
solve. The size of the EMOD-SN formulation is directly
proportional to exponential number of primary cut-sets of
the general graph virtual topology. In the next section we
introduce sub-classes of graphs that have polynomial number
of primary cut-sets.

(s,t)∈P S,Vl\S

Equation 8 gives the survivability constraint against single
node failures which is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.
Wavelength assignment constraints: ∀(s, t) ∈ El

λst (w) = 1
(9)
1≤w≤W

λst (w) = 1 if wavelength w is assigned along the physical
route for the virtual link (s, t) otherwise 0. Constraint 9 states
that one and only one wavelength is assigned to physical path
corresponding to every logical link in the virtual topology.
λst
ij (w) = 1 if wavelength w is assigned to link (i, j) in
physical topology for routing the virtual link (s, t) otherwise
0. Since no wavelength conversion is assumed the wavelength
continuity constraint is followed.

IV. H IERARCHICAL P LANAR C YCLES AS V IRTUAL
T OPOLOGIES
In the earlier section we presented an ILP formulation to
the survivable routing problem. But when the virtual topology
graph is a general graph the number of primary cuts of a
graph grows exponentially with the number of nodes in the
graph. Our experimental results presented in Section V show
that the survivable routing of general graph virtual topologies
on EUROPEAN network physical topology with 19 nodes
could not be computed (within a 2 hour time limit) by solving
the EMOD-SN ILP formulation. In this section we introduce
sub-classes of graphs, called planar cycles and hierarchical
planar cycles, that have polynomial number of primary cuts.
In a simple-cycle, any pair of edges is a primary cut and
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TABLE I
N UMBER OF PRIMARY CUT- SETS FOR NETWORKS OF VARYING SIZES .

(a)
Fig. 3.

(b)

(c)

Examples of planar cycles and non-planar cycles.

No. Nodes

General graph

SC/PC

HC/HPC

10

1023

45

18

15

32767

105

27

20

1048575

190

36

R4

R2

0

R7

18

10

5

19

14

Fig. 4.

Examples of hierarchical cycle graphs.

1
8

every primary cut-set has exactly two edges.
  Therefore the
number of primary cuts in a simple-cycle is n2 = n(n−1)/2.
A cycle has an edge-connectivity of 2 and its average hop
length is n/2 which is directly proportional to the size of
the cycle. These disadvantages hinder the usability of cycles
as virtual topologies in real networks. Besides, due to its
low connectivity it is more difficult to compute a survivable
routing. In this section we present three sub-classes of graphs
that not only have polynomial number of cut-sets but also have
better connectivity. Using these classes of graphs as virtual
topologies, it is not only easier to compute a survivable routing
by solving ILP formulation but also these topologies support
a mesh-like traffic demand pattern.
Let us present these sub-classes of graphs. A graph is planar
if it has a drawing without crossings [13]. A drawing of a
graph is a planar embedding of the graph on a plane.
Definition 7: Planar cyclic graph: A graph is called planar
cyclic graph if it has a drawing of a simple cyclic graph
connecting all the vertices and having chords that do not cross.
In the rest of the document we will refer to planar cyclic
graphs as planar cycles. If C is a planar cycle, then it has
a drawing DC called planar drawing where edges do not
intersect. If DC is a planar drawing of a planar cycle, then the
edges along the longest cycle in the drawing DC are called
cycle edges. The non-cycle edges of the DC are called chords.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) are examples of planar cycles while
Figure 3(c) is an example of a non-planar cycle. The following
observation is very interesting.
Lemma 8: Addition of edges to a graph G does not
decrease number of primary cuts in G. (For proof, please refer
to [17]).
Theorem 9: A planar cycle has the same number of primary
cuts as a simple cycle of same size. (For proof, please refer
to [17]).
From Theorem 9 it follows that the number of primary cuts
of a planar cycle is n(n − 1)/2 where n is the number of
nodes. The number of primary cut-sets of a simple cycle do
not increase by adding chords to the cycle that do not intersect.
But it may increase the number of edges in some cut-sets of
the cycle. The maximum number of chords that can be added
to a simple cycle such that resulting cycle is a planar cycle is
n − 3. Therefore the maximum number of edges in a planar
cycle of size n is 2n − 3. A planar cycle with 2n − 3 edges
is called a complete planar cycle.
A hierarchical cycle is a collection of cycles such that

R5
R8

R3

R1
2

11

20

15

6
21
R9

3
12

4
7

9

22

R6
13

Fig. 5.

16

17

23

The 24-node physical network 24-NET.

any two cycles have at most one node in common. Fig. 4
shows examples of hierarchical cycles. A simple cycle is
trivially a hierarchical cycle. The hierarchical cycles model
the hierarchical self-healing rings [16] . A hierarchical planar
cycle is a collection of planar cycles such that any two planar
cycles have at most one node in common. The number of
primary cut-sets of hierarchical cycles and hierarchical planar
cycles are polynomial. Table III gives the number of primary
cut-sets for general graphs, SC/PC and HC/HPC for varying
number of nodes.
Theorem 10: The number of primary cut-sets of a
hierarchical cycle graph H = (V, E) consisting of p cycles
C1 , C2 , . . . , Cp are [n1 (n1 − 1)/2 + n2 (n2 − 1)/2 + . . . +
np (np − 1)/2] where ni is the number of nodes in the cycle
Ci of H. (For proof, please refer to [17]).
We conclude that planar and hierarchical planar cycles
have polynomial number of primary cut-sets. According to
results presented in Section V, the EMOD-SN formulations
of survivable routing of virtual topologies belonging to these
classes can be solved in reasonable space and time.
V. E XPERIMENTAL D ESIGN AND R ESULTS
We conducted experiments on five different physical
network topologies, namely, 10-node mesh network (10-NET),
11-node NJLATA network (NJLATA), 14-node NSF network
(NSF), 19-node European network (EURO), and 24-node
mesh network (24-NET). The 10-NET has 15 links and 13
SRLGs. The 24-NET physical topology is shown in Figure
5. In our experiments, we used randomly generated degreek regular graphs, m-edge general graphs and m-edge planar
cycles as virtual topologies. An undirected graph is called
degree-k regular if all the nodes in the graph have exactly
degree k. We make sure that the randomly generated graphs
satisfy the necessary conditions for the existence of survivable
routing.
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TABLE II
ACRONYM TABLE

TABLE IV
N UMBER OF CONSTRAINTS OF ILP FORMULATIONS FOR DIFFERENT
PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL TOPOLOGIES .

Acronym

Expansion

VT

Virtual Topology

PT

Physical Topology

W
NT
NST

ILP

PT

VT

EMOD-SN

EURO

degree-3

32665

MOD-L

EURO

degree-3

10223600

EMOD-SN

10-NET

degree-3

2830

MOD-L

10-NET

degree-3

9709

EMOD-SN

NJLATA

20-edge

6083

MOD-L

NJLATA

20-edge

18414

Number of Wavelengths
No. of Virtual Topologies
No. of Non-Survivable Virtual Topologies

Avg. Ti

Average Time (in sec)

N-BNW

No. of Blocked topologies due to
No-free Wavelength

Constraints

TABLE V
TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF RESULTS OF COMPUTING SURVIVABLE ROUTING ON
10-NET, NJLATA AND NSF PHYSICAL TOPOLOGIES USING MOD-S AND
EMOD-SN ILP FORMULATIONS .
ILP

PT

VTT

NT

NST

Avg. Ti
(in sec)

R ESULTS OF COMPUTING SURVIVABLE ROUTING OF M - EDGE PLANAR
CYCLE (PC) VIRTUAL TOPOLOGIES USING EMOD-SN ILP
FORMULATION .
PT

VT

NT

NST

Avg. Ti
(in sec)

Max. Ti
(in sec)

NSF

20-edge PC

100

24

2.25

8.6

25-edge PC

100

0

2.474

43.6

MOD-S

10-NET

degree-3

500

0

8.49

NSF

EMOD-SN

10-NET

degree-3

500

0

3.23

EURO

30-edge PC

100

4

17.5

63.7

EURO

35-edge PC

100

0

16.7

2875.3

24-NET

40-edge PC

100

7

120.0

350.5

24-NET

45-edge PC

100

0

112.0

279.7

MOD-S

10-NET

15-edge

300

18

15.22

EMOD-SN

10-NET

15-edge

300

18

4.43

MOD-S

NJLATA

20-edge

800

0

26.2

EMOD-SN

NJLATA

20-edge

800

0

9.53

MOD-L

NSF

21-edge

100

2

424

EMOD-SN

NSF

21-edge

100

2

23

We experimented with EMOD-SN and MOD-L ([2])
ILP formulations. For comparison in SRLG graphs, we
use MOD-S, which is a simple modification of EMODSN to consider both primary and secondary cuts. The ILP
formulations are solved using ILOG CPLEX software package
on Sun Sparc Ultra-60 workstation. The performance of the
ILP formulations is measured in terms of the number of
wavelength-links used for survivable routing and the time
taken to compute the survivable routing. Table II lists the
acronyms used in the rest of the paper. The number of
topologies for which survivable routing does not exist is NNSVT. The acronym Avg. Ti represents the average time taken
to compute the survivable routing of a virtual topology. The
acronym N-BNW represents the number of blocked survivable
routings due to no-free wavelength.
Table III presents the results of computing survivable
routing of degree-3 and 15-edge virtual topologies on 10NET physical topology and 20-edge virtual topologies on
NJLATA using EMOD-SN and MOD-S ILP formulations. In
our experiments, all the links of 10-NET, NJLATA and NSF
physical topologies have 4, 6 and 8 wavelengths respectively.
Survivable routing was computed for all the 500 degree3 virtual topologies on 10-NET physical topology. Among
the 300 15-edge virtual topologies survivable routing does
not exist for 18 topologies. The average time taken for
computing survivable routing by EMOD-SN ILP is less than
that of average time taken by MOD-S ILPs. Table IV shows
the number of survivability constraints for ILP formulations

MOD-L/MOD-S and EMOD-SN for 10-NET, NJLATA and
EURO physical topologies and randomly generated general
graph virtual topology (as stated in Section II).
Using MOD-L ILP, we computed the survivable routing
of general graph virtual topologies on the 14 node NSF
network. The survivable routing for general graph virtual
topologies on EURO and 24-NET physical topologies could
not be computed (within 2 hour time limit) even after using
our enhanced EMOD-SN ILP formulation. Table V shows
the result of computing survivable routing of m-edge planar
cycle virtual topologies on NSF, EURO and 24-NET physical
networks of sizes 14, 19 and 24 respectively. The average
time taken to compute survivable routing of 40-edge planar
cycle virtual topologies on 24-NET physical network is 2
min. The maximum time taken to compute survivable routing
of 35-edge planar cycle virtual topologies on EURO physical
network is 50 min. These results show that using planar cycle
virtual topologies survivable routing can be computed using
our enhanced EMOD-SN formulation even on large physical
networks.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work we studied the problem of survivable routing
of a virtual topology on a physical topology under SRLG/node
failures. We presented a classification of cuts of a graph into
primary and secondary cuts and proved that the survivable
routing need only consider primary cuts of a graph. Based
on this result, we presented an enhanced ILP formulation,
EMOD-SN, to solve the survivable routing problem under
SRLG and node failures. The EMOD-SN ILP formulation
attains 3 − 18 times speed-up in comparison to the earlier
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formulation, MOD-L. We introduced sub-classes of graphs
called hierarchical planar cycles that have polynomial number
of cut-sets. Using the enhanced EMOD-SN ILP formulation
and planar cycles as virtual topologies, the survivable routing
could be computed for medium or large sized networks, thus
increasing the scalability. In our experiments, we computed
survivable routing of 45-edge planar cycle virtual topologies
on physical topologies of sizes up to 24 nodes with the average
computation time of 2 min and maximum computation time
of 6 min.
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